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SOME RESTRICTIONS ON FINITE GROUPS
ACTING FREELY ON (S")k

BY

GUNNAR CARLSSON1

Abstract. Restrictions other than rank conditions on elementary abelian sub-

groups are found for finite groups acting freely on (S")*, with trivial action on

homology. It is shown that elements x of order/;, p an odd prime, with x in the

normalizer of an elementary abelian 2-subgroup E of G, must act trivially on E

unless p\(n + 1). It is also shown that if p = 3 or 7, x must act trivially, indepen-

dent of n. This produces a large family of groups which do not act freely on (S")k

for any values of n and k. For certain primes p, using the mod two Steenrod

algebra, one may show that x acts trivially unless 2rtp)|(n + 1), where fi(p) is an

integer depending on p.

Introduction. In this paper, we will describe some restrictions of the structure of

finite groups G which act freely on spaces having the homotopy type IT*_i S". For

the case of k = 1, it is well known that all abelian subgroups of G are cyclic, and

this condition is sufficient to allow the construction of a finite CW-complex on

which G acts freely. In [2], it was proven that for k arbitrary, the elementary

abelian 2-subgroups of G must have rank < k. However, for k > 1, more subtle

restrictions than rank conditions are necessary. The following is known.

Theorem [5]. A4 does not act freely on S" X S", with trivial action on mod 2

homology.2

In this paper we apply the results of [2] to generalize this result considerably;

thus, the main theorem, Theorem 4.4.

Theorem. Let G be a semidirect product Z/3 X T (Z/2 X Z/2) or Z/7 X T (Z/2

X Z/2 X Z/2), with nontrivial action. Then G does not act freely on a finite

CW-complex X, X ~ Ely_, S", with trivial action on mod 2 homology, for any values

of k and n.

For fixed values of n, we obtain stronger restrictions on G, in Theorem 3.5.

Theorem. Let G act freely on X, X ~ II*«! S", where X is finite, and acts trivially

on H^(X; Z/2). Let x G NG(E) be an odd order element of order p, p prime, where

NG denotes normalizer and E is an elementary abelian subgroup of G. Then, unless

p\(n + 1), x is in the centralizer of E. Moreover, there is a function p: Z —> Z, such

that x is in the centralizer unless 2**d)\(n + I), (p is nontrival, i.e. ju.(31) = 3.)
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Example. Suppose x G NG(E) has order 127, and acts nontrivially on E. Then

16 • 127|(« + 1).

These conditions superficially resemble the Milnor condition (see [4]), for k = I.

However, the Milnor condition is a restriction on groups acting freely on a manifold

M, M sa S". Our conditions depend only on the 2-local homotopy type of the

space X. Secondly, the Milnor condition depends on k; the group D6 will act freely

on S" X S", but not on S". Our conditions are independent of k.

1. Preliminaries. Let T be a finite group of odd order, and let p: T -» GL„(Z/2)

be an «-dimensional linear representation of T over the field k = Z/2. We define

2(r, p) by

2(r,P) = rx(z/2)",

the semidirect product of T with (Z/2)". Recall that the Z/2-cohomology of (Z/2)"

is given by

ZZ*((Z/2)"; Z/2) =* (Z/2)[x„ ..., *,] (d= ° Av

the polynomial ring on n 1-dimensional generators xx, . . . , xn. Note that if T is a

group of automorphisms of (Z/2)", then T acts on A^\ in fact, if M is the matrix

describing the action of y G T on (Z/2)", then y acts on ZZ'((Z/2)"; Z/2) = k ■ xx

+ • • • + k ■ xn by the matrix A/', and the action extends to the rest of At by

multiplicativity.

Proposition 1. Let T be an odd order group, p: T—>GLn(k) a representation as

above. Then ZZ*(2(r, p); A:) = A^, the ring of invariants under the action ofT on At.

Proof. Consider the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for the group extension

(z/2y-+2(T,p)-r.

E£q = 0 for/» =£ 0 and E^ = A*; hence the result.    □

Recall that since H*(G; k) is the cohomology ring of the space BG for any group

G, it is an algebra over the mod 2 Steenrod algebra (2(2). In particular, An is such

an algebra, and the action of &(2) on^, is determined by the Cartan formula and

the requirements Sq'x- = xj, Sq'xj = 0 for / > 1.

We recall the inductive definition of the Milnor primitives Q¡ by

ß. = Sq', Ô, + 1=[ô„Sq2'].

Conventionally, as in [1], we define a derivation Q0 on A „, by Q0x¡ = x¡, and the

requirement that Q0 be a derivation. We remark that under left multiplication of

elements of A,, the derivations of Am to itself become a graded /l„-module.

Proposition 2 (see [1]). (a) Q¡ is a derivation ofAt.

(b) There exist polynomials <py G A^, j = 0, . . . , n — 1, / > n, such that Q, =

(c) Qo(z) = Ofor z G A2k, Q0(z) = z for z G A2k+X.

Proposition 3 [1]. Let 9 G Am satisfy Q¡9 = 0 V/. Then 9 is a square.
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Corollary 4. If 9 G Am satisfies Qj9 = 0 for j = 0, . . . , n - 1, then 9 is a

square.

Finally, we recall some results from [2]. Let G denote a finite group acting freely

on a finite Clf-complex X, where X ä LT*=, S" so that the action of G on H*(X; k)

is trivial. Let y, G H"(X) denote the dual to the fundamental class of the jth

sphere. Consider the Serre spectral sequence for the fibration

X ^ EGX X ^ BG
G

where EG denotes a contractible space on which G acts freely.  Define fj G

Hn+x(BG;k) = H"+x(G;k) to be dn+x(yf) in the above spectral sequence.

Proposition 5 [2]. The ideal in H*(G;k) generated by the fjs is 6B(2)-invariant.

Let C, denote a graded A:-algebra, and let {9X, . . . , 9k) G C„ be a collection of

homogeneous elements in Ct.

Definition 6. We say [9X, . . . ,9k) is a homogeneous system of parameters

(h.s.o.p.)for C„ // C+ is a finitely generated module over the subalgebra generated by

the 9Js.
Remark. This terminology is nonstandard in that the usual definition would

require the set {9X, . . . ,9k) to be algebraically independent.

Theorem 7 [2]. If G = (Z/2)", and X and the fjs are as above, then the fjs form

an h.s.o.p.for A, = H*((Z/2)n;k).

Corollary 8. If G = 2(I\ p), and X and the fjs are as above, then the fjs form

an h.s.o.p.for A\ = H*(E(T, p); k).

Proof. A „ is finitely generated as an A „-module.    □

2. Invariant theory for odd order cyclic groups. We wish to study groups of the

type 2(Z/«Z; p), where p is a faithful, irreducible representation of Z/nZ over k, n

odd. The following four propositions are standard results in the representation

theory of finite groups. We omit the proofs and refer the reader to [8]. We describe

the faithful, irreducible representations of Z/nZ over k. Let k(Çn) denote the field

obtained from k by adjoining the nth roots of unity, and let dn = [k(¡¡„): k]. Let

T„ G k(Çn) consist of the nth roots, and let G = G(k(Çn)\k) ?±Z/dnZ denote the

Galois group of k(Çn) over k. Note that G acts on Tn, and consequently on

Hom(Z//îZ; T„).

Proposition I. Any injection <p E Hom(Z/«Z, Tn) defines an irreducible, faithful

representation of Z/nZ, with k(Çn) = k^ as representation space. Conversely, any

irreducible, faithful representation of Z/nZ is obtained in this way, and two injections

<p,xp G Hom(Z/«Z, Tn) define isomorphic representations iff xp = <pg, for some g G

G.

It is also useful to consider the faithful, irreducible ¿.'-representations of Z/nZ,

where k denotes the algebraic closure of k.
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Proposition 2. All irreducible representations of Z/nZ over k are one-dimen-

sional. Each rf G Hom(Z//iZ, Tn) defines an irreducible representation of dimension

1, and all these representations are distinct. G(k\k) acts on the irreducible representa-

tions.

Given a ^-representation (V, p), one may form a /c-representation (V ®k k,

p <S> id), which we write ( V, p). We describe ( V, p), where V = k(Çn), and p is an

injection p: Z/nZ—> Tn. Recall that the Frobenius map y(x) = x2 topologically

generates G(k\k), and hence y generates G(k\k), where A is any finite extension of

k. Moreover, for x G Tn, y\x) = x, since dn = [k(Çn): k]. Let /: k(Çn) —»• k be any

embedding.

Proposition 3. / ° p defines an irreducible k representation ofZ/nZ, say a. Then

(V,p)~lI'j'L0>(k,oyJ). This is independent of i, since any two choices of i are

conjugate under G(k\k).

Thus, an irreducible /c-representation amounts to a choice of primitive nth roots

of unity £; the representation ( V, ¡5) is then defined by

v = k\ -p(T)(xx, ...,x<) = r>„ s 2x2,..., ***"%).

If we let ( V, p) be a finite-dimensional /c-representation of a group G we may

form the symmetric algebra k[ V], and extend the action of G to k[ V]. k[ V]G will

denote the ring of invariants. If G = Z/nZ, and p is a faithful, irreducible

representation on V,

H*(^(Z/nZ;p);k)^k[V]z/nZ.

The structure of k[V]z/nZ may be complicated; for our purpose, however, it will

suffice to know in what dimensions elements exist. For this purpose, we may tensor

up to k, for

Proposition 4. k[ Vf ®kk=k[ Vf.

Let (W, o) denote any representation of Z/nZ over k. Thus W = (Bj-\k, and

the representation is determined on a generator T of Z/nZ by

p(r) = A(f„...,a

where A(f,, ...,£,) denotes the diagonal matrix with entries f „ . . . , fj; nth roots

of unity. Choosing a particular primitive «th root f, we define integers modulo n X,

by S, = S\

Proposition 5. k[V]z/nZ ç k[V] may be identified with the subalgebra of

k[xx, . . . , xs] consisting of all monomials xx' ■ ■ ■ xp such that

s

2j ejXj = 0    (mod n).
7=1

Proof. Let Xj represent a basis vector for the jth summand of ( V, p), so

Txj = fa = px.
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It is evident that the action of T respects the monomial basis of k[ V]. Given a

monomial x*' • ■ • xf>,

T{x{-x?) = ( II f/W' ■ • • xf - P**xl ■ ■ ■ x?,

so xx" ■ ■ ■ xj- G k[ V]z/nZ «* 2* , Xjej = 0 (mod n).    □

Corollary 6. Let (V, p) be any faithful, irreducible Z/nZ-representation over k.

Then k[V]z/nZ may be identified with the subalgebra of k[xx, . . . , Xjj] consisting of

all monomials xx' ■ ■ ■ x£» so that 2fi, 2'e¡ = 0 (mod n).

Definition 7. Define the dyadic expansion number of n, v(n), by v(n) =

minsCZdr_x aj) where S = {(ax, ..., ad)\"2dp_x ajT = 0 (mod «)}.

Corollary 8. Let (V, p) be as above. Then the first dimension for which k[ V]z/"z

is nontrivial is v(ri).

As remarked before, k[V]z/nZ is endowed with an (2(2)-action. Extending the

action /c-linearly, we obtain an action of &(2) on k[V]Z/,"z, which satisfies the

Cartan formula and the axiom Sq'(.x) = 0 if dim x < i, but no longer satisfies the

condition Sq"(x) = x2 for dim x = n. We wish to describe the 6E(2)-action on

k[V]z/nZ, when this is given in a basis which splits V as a direct sum of

1-dimensional representations, as in Corollary 6.

Lemma 9. In terms of a basis which splits V into a sum of one-dimensional

representations, say xx, . . . , x¿, the action of &(2) on k[V] is characterized by the

Cartan formula, k-linearity, and the condition Sajxj = x2_x. (Here x0 is identified

with x^.)

Proof. Writing (V,p)= ®%x(Vy, pj), where V¡ s jj, and p¡(T)(x) = Ç2'~'x, V

may be identified with the invariants [©ji, Vj]Gm) where G(k\k) acts on ®f_x Vj

by

(xx, . . . , Xjj)   = \x^, xx, . . . , x^_x).

Now, Sq'jc = x2 for x G V = Ax, so it suffices to check that the formula of the

theorem satisfies this condition on V. But every element in [ ®f_, J/]C(*I*) ¿s 0f me

form

(a, ay, ay , . . . , ay "   ),    for a G /c(f„).

If (a„ . . . ,ad) = (a¿, axy, . . . , a^_x), we obtain ax = a^ = a£_x = • • • = af".

Thus, a0 belongs to the fixed field of y^, which is /c(£„). Applying the formula of

the theorem to elements of this type, we obtain

l d„ \        d„ d„ i dn \2

sq'[ 2 «Vil = 2 «"'x2 = 2 «^V+i = ( 2 «y*,+.I.

where we interpret ^ + ,asX|.    □

3. Systems of parameters in k[ V]z/nZ. Recall from § 1 the definition of an h.s.o.p.

{9X, . . . , 9k) of a graded /c-algebra. We say {9X, . . . ,9k) is ÉE(2)-invariant if the
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ideal (9X, . . . , 9k) is preserved by the $(2)-action, provided the given graded

/c-algebra is an ff(2)-algebra.

Lemma 1. Let {9X, . . . , 9k) be an h.s.o.p. for a graded algebra C„, and j:

Ct—* C'+a surjective map of graded rings. Then {j9x, . . . ,j9k) is an h.s.o.p.for C'm.

Similarly, if C^ and C'^ are &(2)-algebras, andj commutes with the &(2)-action, then

{j9x, . . . ,j9k) is an &(2)-invariant h.s.o.p.

Proof. Immediate,    fj

Proposition 2. Suppose {9X, . . . ,9k) is an h.s.o.p. for k[V]z/nZ, and suppose

dim(9j) = dfor all j = 1, . . . , k. Then n\d.

Proof. It is clear that {9X, . . . ,9k) also forms an h.s.o.p. for k[V]z/nZ. Perform

a basis change so that k[V] is identified with the subalgebra of k[xx, . . . , xA

defined in Corollary 2.6. Consider the ideal I G k[ V] generated by all monomials

x¡x¡\ i ¥=j. Then k[ V]/I has the elements xj as basis in dimension s. The image of

k[V]z/nZ consists of the subalgebra generated by x", . . ., x£. In particular,

k[V]z/nZ//nk[v]z/„z is zero in all dimensions except multiples of n, and hence

admits h.s.o.p. {tj,, . . . , r¡k} with dim(î),) = • • • = dim(Tj^) = d only for n\d.    fj

Consider At = k[xx, . . . , xA, with Z/nZ acting by Tx¡ = f2' xf, f a primitive

nth root of unity, and 6E(2) acting as in Lemma 2.9.

Lemma 3. The ideal J generated by the elements {x¡ + xJ}x<¡j<í^ is &(2)-in-

variant. Hence A+/J is an algebra over &(2). Moreover, At/J at k[x], with Sq'x =

x2.

Proof. Clear.    □

Proposition 4. Let {9X, . . . ,9k) be an &(2)-invariant h.s.o.p. for Az/nZ, with

dim(f?,) = • • • = dim(9k) = S. Then 2'+1|5', where t is the largest integer satisfying

2' < v(n).

Proof. According to Corollary 2.8, Az/nZ = 0 for * <v(ri). Consequently,

BM = 0 also for * < v(n), where S„ = Az/nZ/J n Az/nZ. Let (tj,, . . . , tj,} be any

éE(2)-invariant h.s.o.p. for B^, dim(Tj[) = ■ • • = din^T/,) = S. Since {i\x, .. ., l\j) is

6E(2)-invariant,

Sq'(T/y) = 2 ^*%>

where Xjk G B¡. But for i < v(n), B¡ = 0, so Sq''(7j,.) = 0 for i < v(n). Using the

decomposability of Sq' for i not a power of 2, this is equivalent to the requirement

Sq2'(rç,-) = 0 Vq < t. But, as is well known,

Sq2'(xm) = 0       V<7 </^2'+l|m-

Since a basis for Bm is given by xm, for m > v(ri), if the t\js are to form an

h.s.o.p., we must have 2'+l|i. Applying the second half of Lemma 1, we see that

dim(0,) = • • • = dim(0J = S is divisible by 2'+1.    □

We interpret this geometrically.
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Theorem 5. Let 2(Z/nZ, p) act freely on X ^ 1T}_, Sm, X finite, and trivially on

Ht(X; k), where p is an irreducible, faithful representation ofZ/nZ, n odd. Then

(a)n\(m + 1),

(b) 2'+1|(w + 1), where t satisfies 2' < v(n) <2'+x.

Proof. By Proposition 1.5 and Theorem 1.7, them's (fj = dm+x(zf), Zj the dual to

the fundamental class of the jth sphere) form an é£(2)-invariant h.s.o.p. for

ZZ*(2(Z//iZ, p);k) with dim(^) = m + 1. Proposition 2 and Proposition 4 now

imply the result.    □

Example 6. Let G = 2(Z/31, p), so G = Z/31 xp (Z/2)5. G acts freely on

n*=, Sm, for some k, with trivial action on homology only if S\(m + 1), since

K31) = 5.

Corollary 7. Let G be any finite group acting freely on 11*_ ] S2*-1, with trivial

action on ZZ„(IT*_| S2*~];k). Let E G G be any elementary abelian 2-subgroup, and

0 G NG(E) an odd order subgroup. Then 0 acts trivially on E.

Proof. Apply Theorem 5(a), noting that on Fí*_i S2* \ none of the groups

S(Z//iZ; p) act freely, and if there were an 0 G NG(E) which acted nontrivially on

E, some 2(Z/nZ; p) would embed in G.    □

4. The groups A4 and S(Z/7Z; p). In this section, we will prove that the groups

A4 = 2(Z/3Z; p) and S(Z/7Z; p) do not act freely on II*., Sn for any values of k

and n, where as usual p denotes an irreducible, faithful representation of the odd

order cyclic group in question. Using the terminology of §2, we observe that

t>(3) = 2, and v(l) = 3. Consequently Hx(A4;k) - H'(2(Z/7Z, p);k) =

ZZ2(2(Z/7Z;p);Zc) = 0. Let A^ = k[xx,x2] for A4, and AJf = k[xx,x2,x3] for

2(Z/7Z, p). Let B+ = AZ/3Z and B+ = AZ/1Z respectively.

Proposition 1. Let {9X, . . . ,9t) be a collection of homogeneous elements in

H*(G;k), where G = A4 or 2(Z/7Z, p), so that dim(9x) = • • • = dim(0,) = 2d.

Suppose the ideal (9X, . . . , 9,) is <H(2)-invariant. Then 9¡ is a square in At for all i.

Proof. By the above remarks, since H*(A4;k) = 0 for * = 1, and

ZZ*(2(Z/7Z, p);k) = 0 for * = 1, 2, if (9X, . . . ,9j) is <£(2)-invariant, we must

have Sq'(rZ,) = 0 in the case of A4, and Sq'(0,) = Sq2(0,.) = 0 in the case of

2(Z/7Z, p). Since dim(r?,) = 2d, Q0 vanishes on 9¡ by Proposition 1.2(c). In the

case of 2(Z/7Z, p), Q2 = [Sq1, Sq2] vanishes on 0, as well. H*(A4;k) is a subalge-

bra of H*(Z/2Z X Z/2Z, k), consequently Qj may be expressed as a linear

combination of Q0 and Qx for ally. Hence QJ9¡ = 0 V/', which by Corollary 1.4

implies that 9¡ is a square. Similarly, [/c(f7): k] = 3, so on ZZ*(2(Z/7Z, p)), Qj may

be expressed as a linear combination of Q0, Qx, and Q2, implying QJ9i = 0 V„ so 9¡

is a square in At.    fj

Proposition 2. Let 9 G Z?„ be a homogeneous element in BM, with 9 = tj2 for

some t/ G At. Then tj g Z3+.
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Proof. The map x —* x2 from As to A2S is /c-linear and an injection. Hence 77 is

uniquely determined. If 9 G B2S, then 9 is a sum Sa(f .,e)x\x ' ' ' xj<, where the

/-tuples (ex, . . . , ej) range over all solutions to the equation 2 2'"'e, = 0 (mod ri),

and n = 3 or 7, / = 2 or 3. 9 is a square in ,4^ if and only if each e, is even, say

ej = 2/:.. Thus, t, = 2Vfl(ei,...,e|) */• • • • */. Now, 2 2'"1/, -| 2 2'-'c,. = 0

(mod n), since n is odd.    fj

Let y42 and Z?2 denote the subalgebras of squares in An and Bm. The above

proposition shows that A\c\ Bif = B\.

Proposition 3. Let 9X, . . . ,9S G B\, dim(9x) = • - • = dim(9j), and suppose that

1 = 2 X¡9¡, where | G B2 is homogeneous, and the Xjs are homogeneous elements of

Am. Then there is an expression £ = 2 X'¡9¡, with X'¡ homogeneous, X¡ G B\.

Proof. We first point out that Ait = k[xx, . . . , xj]is free as an /l2-module, with

basis consisting of all monomials xx< ■ ■ ■ xf>, with d}r = 0 or 1. Given a monomial

p in the above basis, let it denote the projection on the pth factor in the A \ module

A^. m is yl2-linear. If we have an expression £ = 2 X¡9¡, as in the theorem, we

apply ir, to the expression to obtain -nx(ij) = 2 w,(A,)0.. Since £ is a square,

7T,(|) = I, and irx(X¡) E A\, so we may suppose that the Xjs are squares.

Let {x,} be a complete set of irreducible characters of Z/nZ over k. Let p¡

denote the projection on the x,-isotypical component (see [6]). The pjs are 5„-lin-

ear, and moreover p¡(A\) Ç A%. If £ = 2 Xfit, with |, 9X, . . ., 9S G Zi2, and X, G

A2,, by applyingp0, if x0 is the trivial character, we obtainp0(£) = 2/>o(X,)#,, and

Po(£) = £> since £ G Z?„, so | = 2 p0(\)9¡- Setting X'¡ = />0(X,), we obtain the theo-

rem, since A,' G A\ n ß* = ß2, by Proposition 2.    □

Theorem 4. 77icrc doey «0/ ex/'s/ a free G-action on II*-1 5", w/'/A trivial action on

homology, for G = A4or 2(Z/7Z, p).

Proof. According to Proposition 1.5 and Theorem 1.7, it suffices to prove that

H*(G; k) admits no é£(2)-invariant system of parameters {9X, . . . , 9S) with dim(0,)

= dim(92) = ■ ■ ■ = dim^) = n + 1. Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 guarantee

that each 9¡ is a square in Bt, say 9¡ = f,. We claim that the ideal (f,, . . . , Çs) is

#(2)-invariant. Let So/(0,) = 2 X¿0*. Since the 0's are squares, Sq2J(9j> = (SqXf,))2,

and Sq2J+x(9¡) = 0. To obtain an expression for Sq'(Sj) in terms of £,,... , £,, we

write (Sq/(f,.))2 = 2 X,2/^ = 2 X,2/^2. But Proposition 3 gives that Xj? may be chosen

to be a square, say Xfj = (pi)2, so (Sa/(f,))2 = 2(ró)2f¿ or SqU) = 2 p{k£k,

which was to be shown. Moreover, {£,, ...,£} is an h.s.o.p. for H*(G;k), since

{f,2, . . . , £/} = {r?„ . . . , 9S) is. Consequently, if dim(0,) = • • • = dim(9s) = 2"Y,

where / is odd, we have demonstrated the existence of an $(2)-invariant h.s.o.p.

{ÇX,...,9S}, with áim(9¡) = 2m~xl. Inductively, we may produce an h.s.o.p.

{9X, . . . , 9S) with dim(r?/) = /, where / is odd. We claim, however, that this is

impossible. Let J he as in Lemma 3.3. Then Bt/J n Z?„ is a graded $(2)-invariant

subalgebra of k[x], and B„/J n Z?» = 0 for * = 1. Consequently, Bt/J n B,

admits no 6E(2)-invariant h.s.o.p. in odd dimensions, for Sq1 is nonzero on x2, + x.

By Lemma 3.1, Z?„ admits no $(2)-invariant h.s.o.p. in odd dimensions, which

gives a contradiction,    fj
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